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Summary 

The solution to handle parts, with a higher level of freedom in automotive factories, seems 

to lead to use robots and machine vision systems both working online within a control 

loop. Since the implementation of robots and machine vision systems working together 

within a control loop is not a mature topic, it requires the study and test of the system 

robot – vision system to find out the different factors that can influence the behaviour of 

the system. 

This project has been performed together with Saab Automobile AB to compare and find 

out the advantages and disadvantages of two different Machine Vision Systems for parts 

handling. A PC - based Machine vision system – Sensor control and the Smart vision 

system – Cognex have been studied and tested for parts handling application. The 

comparisons are with respect to; Interface to robot, Accuracy in guiding, User interface, Costs of 

implementation and Replacing sensors. 

The tests show the high degree of dependence that the machine vision systems (Sensor 

Control and Cognex) have around the illumination of the inspected part. That fact shows 

the weakness of both machine vision systems. 

Despite the restrictions around the illumination of the part and movements around the z 

axis of the part, the machine vision systems are enough accurate for the given application.  

The sensor control software is a configurable solution in which the user needs select 

different options to set up the machine vision system. The Cognex software needs to be 

programmed by using the keyboard but once one part has been programmed it can easily 

reuse to program other parts. 
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1  Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The company Saab Automobile AB (Saab) is researching new automation methods 

for parts handling. One part of the whole solution is to use a machine vision system 

for guiding an industrial robot. The use of robots in the automotive production line is 

required to perform tasks which the humans can not perform because of e.g. hard 

work, hazardous environments and other factors that make it unpractical. 

Furthermore, to make the robots more adaptable it is necessary to use machine 

guidance. 

The application at Saab consists of a transport system which conveys different parts 

that the robot picks up for an assembly procedure, but the parts can differ in 

orientation and position. Therefore the robot should be able to adjust its location to 

pick up the part correctly. To perform this task a machine vision system is required to 

enable the robot to be flexible and accurate to changes in location of the parts. 

The machine vision systems can be classified in two groups; PC based and Smart 

systems each one has positives and negatives characteristics in different applications.  

 

1.2 Aim 

The main goal of this project is to compare and find out the advantages or 

disadvantages, between two machine vision systems; a PC – based system (Sensor 

Control), and a Smart system (Cognex Insight), within the following areas: 

• Interface to robot. 

• Accuracy in guiding. 

• User interface. 

• Cost. 

• Replacing sensor.  

The project also aim to investigate the behaviour of the machine vision systems with 

respect to the given application (parts handling) in different environments (change in 

illumination) and different parts. 

 

1.3 Restrictions 

The project only deals with the vision systems performance, comparing both vision 

systems within the following topics:  
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• Interface to robot, software (protocol) and hardware(Interface). The interfaces 
that have both systems. 

• Accuracy in guiding, absolute and direction regarding the vision system. 

• User interface, support of: Initial setup, adding a new object, trouble shooting. 

• Cost, Cost of implementation with a single camera and with more than one 
considering several tasks. 

• Replacing sensors, a common transport system needs to be equipped with sensors 
for detecting part, position etc. Which sensors the vision system could replace at 
the transport system. 

The parts to be picked up can only be moved in the plane x – y plane and rotated 

around the z axis. This means that the vision system only needs to measure the 

translation and rotation of the part in the x – y plane. 

 

2 Problem Description 

Two machine vision systems are investigated. Previous to the description of the two 
systems, are presented a background theory and the experimental set up of the cell at 
Saab Automobile AB.    

2.1 Background Theory 

Machine vision systems consider a wide range of fields like optics, mechanics, 
computer science and industrial automation to form a complete solution for visual 
problems. A standard configuration of a  machine vision  system is shown in figure 
1[1-3]. 
 

 

 
Figure 1: Standard configuration of a machine vision system[3] 

1.- Cameras. 
2.- Lights. 
3.- Synchronizing sensor. 
4.- Frame graber. 
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5.- Processor. 
6.- Software. 
7.- Digital I/O and network interfaces 
 
To close the loop for an on-line control the system should use an actuator to perform 
a certain task for example sort or reject parts. In the present project the actuator is a 
Fanuc Robot. 
 

2.2 Experimental Set-up at Saab 

 

The cell is conformed by a Fanuc robot, transport system and a machine vision 
system.  
Figure 2 shows the cell with the machine vision system.  
 
The installation at Innovatum - Saab Automobile has a cell which is constituted by a 
robot - Fanuc model “S-420”, a transport system, two lamps and either Sensor 
Control vision system (model “Optimaster LX401”) or Cognex vision system (model 
Insight 5100). Figure 2 shows the cell with the four components. 
 

1. Fanuc Robot which is a six axis articulated electric servo driven robot, the 
robot is specially designed for material handling. 

2. PC-based machine vision system – Sensor Control or Smart-based machine 
vision system – Cognex. 

3. Transport system with the part in position to be picked up. 
4. Lamps to illuminate the inspected part. 

 
The configurations have the same environment for both systems(PC based and Smart 
system). 
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Figure 2: Configuration of the cell – PC based machine vision system 

 

 

The configuration of the cell uses a stationary camera which is located over the tray 
that contains the part to be picked up. Then the vision system and the Fanuc robot 
must have the same coordinate system otherwise they will interpret the position and 
the orientation in different ways. But also the vision system itself must be calibrated 
because it is important that the optical axis of the camera is perpendicular to the 
vision calibrated plane x-y to the part [4]. 
 

2.3 PC – based and Smart vision system 

 

The PC – based system which corresponds to the Sensor Control solution has been 
installed at Saabs test cell at “Innovatum”. The robot guidance system model is called 
“Optimaster LX 401”. 
The Smart vision system also called stand alone vision system because it can perform 
inspection, identification, measurement and communication [5], comes from Cognex 
model “In-sight 5100 “. 
Both vision systems have different arquitectures as shown in figure 3. 
The PC – based vision system is a centralized system because all the data is processed 
in a PC, as can be seen in figure 3. The information from the cameras is sent to the 
PC and from this one to the robots. The computer and the camera are connected 
through a cable which transmits analogue information. The vision system can be 
connected to a bus like Ethernet through the computer. The solution installed at 
“Innovatum” consists in a camera and a PC with Optimaster LX 401 software. The 
monochrome analogue camera model Sony ST-50 has an effective picture 768(H) x 
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494(V) which represent the number of effective pixels. For additional information 
refers the manual [6]. 
 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Architecture vision systems 

 

The Smart vision system is a distributed system because each camera processes his 
owns image and sends the processed data to the robot. The solution installed at 
“Innovatum” consists on a intelligent camera, module and a computer which is only 
used to program the intelligent camera. The camera contains all the necessary 
hardware (camera, frame grabber, processor), within a compact enclosure, to capture 
an image, process and send it to the robot that is why it is called intelligent camera. 
The camera is monochrome, with a resolution of the camera’s sensor of 640x480 
pixels and the image size (sensor) is 5.84mm x 4.94mm. The lens has a focus of 
16mm. The module is an interface between the camera and the robot. A computer is 
needed when the vision system must be programmed or when the user needs to use a 
human machine interface. The camera can be connected to Ethernet bus directly.  For 
additional information refers the manual [5].  
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2.3.1 Calibration, System Parameters 

 

The break point between a successful vision system and a non-reliable vision system is 
the calibration because an error regarding the calibration will remain during the vision 
system’s operation mode either with sensor control or cognex system. 
Basically there are two problems that must be minimized as much as possible in order 
to get accurate results.  
 

• It is important the that camera and the surface to be inspected are perpendicular 
to each others because, in the best case, the image must contain information from 
the x, y plane solely. 

• Since the robot’s understanding, regarding the location of his arms, is based in 
coordinate systems, the vision system must deliver the information in the same 
coordinate system as the robot is using. 

To solve the first problem it is needed to reorient the camera to get a perpendicular 
line with the surface to be inspected. The Sensor control software has two tool which 
help to perform this step. First the user has a box where the z-distance between the 
camera and the calibrated plane is needed. After that an “aligned” tool which create a 
cross on the image is used. With help of this tool and using a mirror on the center of 
the calibrated plane the user needs to reorient manually the camera so that the center 
of the cross ends up in the center of the lens [4] 
The Insight software does not have any tool to simplify this step but it can also be 
done by using a mirror and reorienting the camera until it ends up aligned with the 
calibrated plane. 
The second problem can be solved automatically using the sensor control software 
and an ABB robot but since the present test has been done with a Fanuc Robot it is 
needed that the robot reaches four points and writes the coordinates of these 4 points 
down in the sensor control software. In the insight software the user needs to write a 
couple of lines in the software and repeat the operation described above writing down 
the coordinates of the four points. 
After finishing these steps the user must set up the parameters regarding the RS-232 
communication port which should match with the robot’s setting in order to 
communicate the robot and the vision system. 
For additional details refer the manual supplied by Sensor Control [4], or Cognex [5]. 
A particular problem was found in the version 3.1 of the insight software (cognex 
system) which does not have any implemented protocol to communicate directly with 
a Fanuc robot, all the protocol must be written (see appendix A for details). During 
the programming it has been realized that the insight software can not send out a 
“NULL” values through the serial port of the vision system (this fact has been 
confirmed by the technical department of Cognex). On the other hand the protocol 
of the Fanuc robot needs NULL values therefore to communicate the vision system 
with the Fanuc robot is necessary to program the robot on low level it means using 
Karel language. Since the programming of the robot on the low level is out of the 
project, the communication between the robot and the vision system has not been 
implemented. So the data from the vision system (position and orientation of the 
part) has been transferred manually to the robot by writing manually. 
 
Before finishing the calculation of the focal lens is explained [7]: 
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Image magnification Mi: 
 
Mi = Hi/Ho, where Hi is the image height and Ho is the object height. 
 
So Mi = 4.94/560 = 0,0088 
 
The focal length (F) of the lens is calculated: 
  
F=Do*Mi/(1+Mi), where  Do is the object distance.  
 
F=1800*0.0088/(1.0088) 
 
F=15.7mm 
 
All the dimensions are in mm. 
 

2.3.2 Software 

 

The Sensor control software is based on windows so the user does not need to write 
commands. It has been built to configure the relationship between the tools (features) 
that have the program and the parts to be inspected. To “configure” a model and then 
create a project the following general steps must be followed. Figure 14 shows a 
screenshot. 
 

• Take an image. 

• Create a window where the software will try to find the patterns to be recognized. 

• Change the properties of the image to get good contrast on the patterns. 

• In order to get good contrast in the image, the software Microsoft Paint could be 
used to enhance the contrast. 

• Save the image. 

• Create a model. 

• With the model created the user can create features that the software will try to 
recognize.  

• In the project the tool called “geometric pattern matching” has been used. 

• When the tool is selected the user can select the pattern by drawing a square on 
the image. The user can created several features but keep in mind that each feature 
requires a time to be recognized that in some cases could be around 1000ms. 

• The tool “geometric pattern matching” needs to be configured by just setting and 
checking options. 

• An important option is the high of the part to avoid the Parallax effect [8]. Notice 
that each feature has a weight that the program uses to calculate the position and 
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orientation of the model. For more details read the manual provided by Sensor 
Control [4].  

• To finish the user should click the button “inlärning” and the system will create 
the model. This will be displayed on the model window. 

• The model should be saved when the model is created or updated. 

• Create a project.  

• Define which project number is the actual project because when running the 
application the project can be selected automatically by sending the name of the 
project or the number of the project to the PC. 

• Add the models that will run on the project and the calibration for the active 
model. 

• Before save the project the user should define which data will send out, the logics 
between the models that the project contains and the port to be used (RS-232 or 
digital I/O). 

 

 
Figure 4: Software, Sensor control 

 

 

The In-sight explorer software from Cognex has an interface similar to a spreadsheet 
processor (eg. Excel). The software has a lot of functions which can be used 
according the necessity of the project. The functions are distributed by the type of 
task that can perform, eg. type math, communication, string, calibration, etc. 
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Once the user is registered on the camera is possible to program a task. The user 
needs to use both the mouse and the keyboard in order to program an assignment. 
Each cell can contain a function which refers other cells. The cell A0 contains the last 
image that has been captured.  
The following general steps must be performed to create a task. Figure 5 shows a 
screenshot. 

• Select a tool, in the project has been used the TrainPatMaxPattern function which 
sets up the pattern to be identified. 

• Once the training function has been successful, the FindPatMaxPatterns function 
can be implemented 

• Convert from pixel coordinate system to world coordinate system using the 
“TransPatMaxtoworld” function.  

• Once selected the “TransPatMaxtoworld” function, the user must address a 
calibration result that is obtained with the “calibrate” function and a Patmax result 
that was obtained with the FindPatMaxPatterns Function. 

•  Get the offset. 

• Save. 

 
  

 
Figure 5: Software - Cognex 
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2.4 Parts to be tested 

 
There are three parts to be picked up, the rear window (Saab 9-3 Sedan and Cadillac 
BLS Sedan), Backpanel (Saab 9-3 Sedan) and Rear header (Saab 9-3 Wagon). See 
figure 6. 
 
 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Parts to be recognized [9] 
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3 Resolution and accuracy test  

 

To investigate the accuracy and resolution of the two systems it is necessary to follow 
a sequence, that is the same for both systems. The test procedure is described in 
figure 7. 
 

 
Figure 7: Procedure for the test. 

Home position of the robot 

Select the part to be tested (on the robot) 

Send the information to the Vision System.  

Take an image of the part, process and send 
the required information to the robot. 

The robot will try to reach the first reference point on the 
part without offset from the vision system. 

The robot will try to reach the first reference point on the part with 
 an offset generated by vision system  

 The robot will reach the second reference point on the 
part without offset from the machine vision system  

The robot will try to reach the second reference point on the part with  
an offset generated by vision system  

Succeed? 

Yes 

No 
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The test has be done with three different parts and each part has been moved four 
times to the right and four times to the left using the right lamp, one time to the left 
and one time to the right using the left lamp and one time to the left and then to the 
right using the two lamps. The same test was performed with the two vision systems. 
The setting of the lamp (right, left, or the two lamps) was random to try to get all the 
possible errors.  
The test has been executed for parts handling application at Saabs test cell installed at 
Innovatum.  
The resolution of the Sensor Control vision system - part was established at 
1.01mm/pixel this according to Figure 8 that shows the relation between the height 
and the width.  

 

 

Figure 8: Resolution sensor control. 

 

 

The resolution of the Cognex vision system – part was established at 0.95mm/pixel 
this according to Figure 9 that shows the relation between the height and the width.  
.  
 

Field of View - Sensor Control System: 768(H) – 494(V) 

55.7cm 

77cm 
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Figure 9: Resolution Cognex. 

 

 
Bellow is described the effects of the illumination on each part. 

3.1 Illumination 

The robot cell contains two lamps, see figure 1. The lamps influence the captured 
image and depending if using one (right or left) or both lamps the final result will 
change dramatically as is described in results section. The parts are glossy with some 
holes and for that reason it is important to know how much the captured image will 
change in order to select the correct pattern that the vision system will recognize. 
The captured images for the parts are shown on the figures 10 - 12 (screenshots).  
The upper part of the figures are from PC based system (sensor control) and the 
lower part from the smart system (cognex system). 
 
 

Field of View - Sensor Control System: 640(H) – 480(V) 

45.5cm 

61cm 
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Figure 10: Back panel Saab 9-3 Sedan 

 

 

 
Figure 11: Rear window (Saab 9-3 Sedan and Cadillac BLS Sedan) 

 

  Left lamp             Two lamps                Right lamp 

  Left lamp             Two lamps                Right lamp 
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Figure 12: Rear Header Saab 9-3 Wagon - Sensor Control vision system 

 
From the pictures above it is concluded that all the images change in the same way 
(they have the same behavior) because the parts have been constructed with the same 
material. The left lamp produce brightness on the top of the images meanwhile the 
right lamp produce shadows on the top of the images. If the applied illumination is 
with two lamps the system gets pretty much shine. 

3.2 Models for recognition 

For recognition of the parts the two vision systems use a model. A model is a pattern 
located within a selected area that the vision system tries to match. 
 

3.2.1 Sensor Control – PC based vision system 

 
Following the sequence described in the section 2.3.2 and using the geometric pattern 
matching tool has been created the models that are showed on the figures 13 - 16 
(screenshots). 
The figure 13 shows the model for the Rear Header. The model uses two shapes to 
try to find the position and the orientation of the part. 
For the Rear Window part, two models have been used. Figure 14 and 15 shows the 
models. Two models have been developed in order to test long movements of the 
part. The first model (figure 14) uses one geometry located on the middle of the 
image and one geometry located on the middle left of the image. To find the 
orientation the software uses the two geometries but to find the position the software 
uses only the geometry located on the middle of the image. The second model (figure 
15) uses the same geometry located on the middle of the image and one geometry 
located on the middle right of the image. As in the first model, to find the position the 
geometry located in the middle of the image is only used, while to find the orientation 
both geometries is used. 

  Left lamp             Two lamps                Right lamp 
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Figure 16 shows the model for the Back panel. The model uses two geometries a 
circle and a shape located on the middle right of the image. The circle provides the 
position of the part while to find the orientation of the part both geometries are used. 
 
    

 
Figure 13: Model for Rear Header Saab 9-3 Wagon – Sensor control 

 

 
Figure 14: Model for Rear window – Sensor control 
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Figure 15: Model for Rear window – Sensor control 

 
 

 
Figure 16: Back Panel – Sensor control 
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3.2.2 Cognex – Smart vision system 

 

In the section 2.3.2 the manner to create models is explained. By using that 
description the models, shown in figure 17 - 20 (screenshots) have been created, 
which are quite similar to those created with the Sensor Control software. 
Figure 17 shows the model for the Rear Header. The model uses two geometries to 
try to find the position and the orientation of the part. 
For the Rear Window part two models have been used as with the Sensor Control 
software. Figure 18 and 19 shows the models. Two models have been developed to 
test long movements of the part. The first model (figure 18) uses a geometry located 
on the middle of the image and a geometry located on the middle left of the image. 
To find the orientation the software uses both geometries but to find the position the 
software only uses the geometry located on the middle of the image. The second 
model (figure19) uses the same geometry as in the formed model located on the 
middle of the image and a geometry located on the middle right of the image. As the 
first model, to find the position only the geometry located on the middle of the image 
is used while to find the orientation both geometries are used. 
Figure 20 shows the model for the Back panel. The model uses two geometries a 
circle and a shape located on the middle right of the image. The circle provides the 
position of the part while to find the orientation of the part both geometries are used. 
 

Figure 17: Model for Rear Header Saab 9-3 Wagon – Cognex 
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Figure 18: Model for Rear window – Cognex 

 
 

 
Figure 19: Model for Rear window – Cognex 
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Figure 20: Back Panel – Cognex 

 

 

3.3 Accuracy in guiding 

By having a procedure ensures a correct lecture of the offset generated between the 
end of the robot’s tool and the real point to be reached thus bring into a correct 
comparison. 
The following procedure has been executed in order to get the accuracy. 
 
1. Calibrate the vision system with the part to be tested. 
2. Ensure that the frame which supports the camera remains static after the 

calibration until the test has finished. 
3. Run the procedure for the test that is robust and fully automated. 
4. After the robot has reached the first point it is measured the offset. The 

measurement is executed manually therefore a minimum error is expected anyway 
less than 0.25mm. 

5. After the robot has reached the second point it is measured the offset. The 
measurement is executed manually therefore a minimum error is expected as in 
the previous measurement. 

6. Move / rotate the tested part. 
7. Repeat the step 3 to 6 until the test has been done with the part of interest. 
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4 Results 

During the testing, both vision systems could not manage some changes in the 
illumination or on the part. 
The sensor control vision system detected other feature instead of the original 
because the original feature was outside the detection window, see figure 21. 
 

 
Figure 21: Original feature missing – Sensor control 

 
Figure 22 shows that the vision system could not detect one shape, which is within 
the red circle. This error was because only the right lamp was lighting the part. 
Changing the right to only the left lamp (without changing the location of the part) 
the system recognized the part without problems as figure 23 shows. 
 

 
Figure 22: Error with the right lamp – Sensor control 
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Figure 23: No error with the left lamp – Sensor control 

 

 

The Smart vision system (Cognex) detected on one shape the two patterns to be 
found out. To avoid this error the minimum score of the “findpattern” function 
should be high, see figure 24. 

 
Figure 24: Error detecting one shape – Cognex 

 

The cognex vision system could not detect the second pattern which is used to find 
the orientation of the part, see figure 25. 
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Figure 25: Error detecting one shape – Cognex 

 
The second pattern was located within the red circle, see figure 26. The system was 
configured with the right lamp. But with the left lamp the system could find the 
second pattern, see figure 27 
 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 26: Error with the right lamp – Cognex 
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Figure 27: No error with the left lamp – Cognex 

 

 

4.1 User Interface 

 

The software for the PC based vision system (sensor control) has been designed to be 
used by a person not well trained in programming and therefore relies mainly on 
mouse control rather than keyboard input. 
 

• Initial Set up, is easy to use. That is of direct use and there are two options: 

ABB robot, the calibration vision system – robot is automatic. 

Other robots, the user needs to copy manually some position from the 
robot to the vision system. 

Require knowledge in robotics and vision systems but when using ABB robots is 
only required knowledge in vision systems. 

  

• Adding a new object, is easy but limited. The user needs only to interact with the 
GUI (graphical user interface) relying almost all the configuration on the mouse to 
create the models. But if the application needs other function that is not 
implemented on the software’s tools like “intersection between lines” the 
user/operator is forced to interact with the supplier. Require knowledge in vision 
systems. 

  

• Trouble shooting, is easily comprehensible. The user is informed all the time 
about the status of the vision system and if it is the case the cause of error. 
Require basic knowledge in vision systems. 
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The software for the smart vision system (Cognex) needs a person well trained in 
programming. Both keyboard inputs and mouse control in necessary. 
 

• Initial Set up, is difficult to use. Usually the robots have a protocol to establish a 
communication so the user must write all the protocol since there is not any pre-
programmed application to communicate with robots. Require high degree of 
knowledge in robotics and vision systems. 

 

• Adding a new object, is easy once created a form. Once one application is created 
then a new object is easy to add but still needs keyboard inputs and mouse 
control. The software has several functions to create different applications. 
Require high degree of knowledge in vision system, cognex system. 

 

• Trouble shooting, is easily comprehensible. The user is informed all the time 
about the status of the vision system and if it is the case the cause of error. 
Require basic knowledge in vision systems. 

 

4.2 Interface to robot 

In table 1 the interfaces that can be used by each vision system are shown. 
 

Table 1: Interface to robot 

 
Vision system RS 232 DDE Digital I/O TCP /IP 

(ethernet) 
Smart 

(Cognex) 
**Yes *Yes ** *Yes *Yes 

PC based 
(Sensor 
control) 

Yes *Yes *Yes No 

 
*Have not been tested. 
**Through the expansion module 1450. 

4.3 Accuracy 

Each part has two reference’s points which the robot will try to reach. First “the first 
reference point” and the second “the second reference point”. On the target there are 
circles which refer the places where the robot’s tool reached after adding the offset of 
the vision system. The light blue or light red circles refer that the part was moved to 
the right or left (see figure 28-33) and then the system Robot – Vision system tried to 
reach the reference’s points. The numbers on the circles refer the number of test in 
one direction. The green or red circles refer a test done with same kind of 
configuration on the illumination (see figure 28-33). On the left side there is a table 
with the data took from the vision system. The x and y columns mean the distance 
that the part has been moved (mm), the “angle” column means the orientation of the 
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part and the “process time” column means the time required by the vision system to 
match the model. 
The accuracy for the PC based vision system (sensor control) within 2mm is 87 % 
and for the Smart vision system (Cognex) is 90%.  
Figure 28-33 shows the details of the test. There is not significant difference between 
the systems, both had problems with the back panel part.  
 
 

 
Figure 28: Accuracy, Rear Header – Sensor Control 
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 Figure 29: Accuracy, Rear window – Sensor Control 

 

 
Figure 30: Accuracy, Back panel – Sensor Control 
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Figure 31: Accuracy, Rear Header - Cognex 

 

 
Figure 32: Accuracy, Rear window - Cognex 
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Figure 33: Accuracy, Back panel - Cognex 

 

4.4 Costs 

In table 2 the estimated prices of each vision system are shown. 
*the price includes the camera, lens, enclosure, cables. 

 
Table 2: Approximately prices of each vision system 

 

*The cognex system comes without a PC. 

4.5 Replacing sensor 

The pallet or the tray that contain the part to be handled must be monitored when in 
position, what kind of part is in place and when it is empty. One goal for vision 
system is to identify on/off states of the pallet in order to replace sensors. 

Equipment PC 
Vision 
software. 

Camera 
Lens 

Enclosure 
Cable 

Monitor 
Keyboard 
Mouse 

Cost per 
hour of a 
required 
person 

Required 
hours 

Total 

Sensor 
Control 

85 000SEK 21 600SEK 7800SEK 180 24 118720SEK 

Cognex* 66 360SEK No 220 24 71 640SEK 
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During the tests it has been realized that the easy way to identify patterns is when the 
patterns have well defined forms like triangle, square, circle with a regular size (4 -5 
cm). With this idea the pallet (tray) should be marked in different positions and also 
the transport system can be marked in order to identify different states. 
The colours of the marks are not important but since the camera contains a 
monochromatic sensor it is important that the contrast between the pallet, transport 
system and the marks is as high as possible to have a high degree of robustness and 
reliability. 
The method described in the above lines can be implemented in both Sensor Control 
and in Cognex Vision system. As an illustration the following screenshots (figure 34 – 
37) show an implementation executed with the Cognex vision system. 
The example tries to find out 4 patterns: a circle, “@”, square and a triangle (see 
figure 48). These patterns are used to: 

• Identify “up” - “down” position of the transport system’s tail that contains the 
pallet with a part. 

• Identify the actual part which is on the pallet.  
The transport system’s tail that contains the pallet (and the part to be picked up) has 
two positions up and down. When it is down without a pallet it should be pushed up 
to receive other pallet containing a part.  
The logic is shown in table 3. 

 
Table 3: Logic 

 
Logic State 
@ Transport system’s tail down 
Circle + Square + triangle Transport system’s tail up + Rear window 
Circle Transport system’s tail up + Back Panel 
Circle + triangle Transport system’s tail up + Rear Header 

    

Figure 34 shows that the vision system has found out the @ pattern so the state of 
the transport system’s tail is down without a pallet. 
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Figure 34: Replacing Sensors state 1a 

Then, when the transport system‘s tail is up, the actual part must be recognized. 
Figure 35 shows that the vision system has recognized the circle, triangle and the 
square so the state is: transport system’s tail up containing a rear window part.  
 

 
Figure 35: Replacing Sensors state 2a 

Figure 36 shows that the vision system has recognized only the circle so the state is: 
transport system’s tail up containing a back panel part.  
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Figure 36: Replacing Sensors state 3a 

 

Figure 37 shows that the vision system has recognized a circle and a triangle so the 
state is: transport system’s tail up containing a rear header part. 
 

  
Figure 37: Replacing Sensors state 4a 
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The example demonstrates that it is possible to replace the sensors located on the 
field of view for the vision system. 

5 Conclusions 

The PC- based machine vision system (Sensor Control) and the Smart vision system 
(Cognex) have had good results when the environment has been stable (a stable 
illumination). It means that the reliability, robustness of the systems rely on the 
illumination that is present on the surrounding - inspected part. The illumination used 
when the vision system were configured to recognize a part should always be the 
same otherwise the accuracy and more important the reliability will decrease.  
 
A sensor to measure the intensity of the illumination should be installed to assure the 
correct illumination of the part.  
 
The cost of the system is relative to the number of cameras and the location of them. 
Also the tools that the user is able to use will increase or decrease the cost of system. 
Regarding table 2 the Cognex system is cheaper than the Sensor control solution 
when the application requires only one camera. 
 
The user friendliness of both systems is based in window operative system. The 
sensor control solution is more friendly than the Cognex system because the user do 
not need to write anything (may be only the files name) on the other hand the cognex 
system requires text entries to set up the vision system. 
 
There is an error related to the direction that has been moved the part in both systems 
but this error is in most of the cases less than 2 mm. This error depends of the part’s 
shape (flat or not), if the patterns have been well defined and changing in the 
illumination.  
 

6 Recommendations for further works 

 

The vision systems technology is a matter which is widely used for inspection – 
quality. Try to implement it within a control loop [10 - 11] (guide a robot) requires 
high degree of reliability, robustness. For these reasons is necessary to continue 
further works in order to reach and improve these parameter. The following points 
are suggested:  
 
 

• The study of other approaches regarding based methods for machine vision 
system. Because other methods probably can offer a complete integrity with 
PLC or DCS control systems. 

 

• The study and test various approaches to achieve a stable industrial 
environment where a machine vision system could be implemented with a 
high level of reliability. Because the dependence of the vision systems with 
respect to the illumination had been detected. 
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• Investigate possible solutions to communicate the Smart vision system 
(Cognex) with the Fanuc Robot. 

 

• Investigate the best locations to mark the pallets and the transport system in 
order to replace the mounted sensors. 

 

• Investigate if future vision systems (Sensor Control or Cognex) can measure 
the amount of light on the part. 
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Appendix A:1 

A. Communication Smart system - robot. 

 
The following lines explain how to communicate the Fanuc robot with the vision system 
with the constraint of the NULL data.  
The first step is to configure the serial port by adding the 1450 expansion module clicking 
on the sensor option located on the upper part of the main window and selecting discrete 
IO settings – port 1. The user will see a window like the figure A-1 (screenshot) and 
choose the IO expansion module from the drop- down menu. 
 

 
Figure A-1: Adding expansion module 

Once the user has added the module the next step is to configure the serial port parameter 
clicking on the sensor option located on the upper part of the main window and selecting 
serial settings. Figure A-2 (screenshot) shows the values that have been used. 
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Figure A-2: Serial port - parameters 

Finally the program to transmit and receive data can be written. Using the functions 
“writeserial” and “readserial”. Since these functions only can manage string data type the 
user should first convert the data type to the string type. It can be done using the function 
“stringf”. Figure A-3 (screenshot) shows an example to send and receive data.  
 

 
Figure A-3: Serial communication 
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B. Communication Sensor Control - Robot 

 
The user must set up some parameters like the communication settings showed on the 
figure B-1. The parameters of the port RS-232 must be configured. Keep in mind that the 
following parameters are important for communication.  
 
Port   
Baud rate   
Bits   
Parity   
Number of stop bits  
Flow control  
Protocol 

 
The software implements DDE (dynamic data exchange) which is a message protocol to 
transfer the data between programs within Microsoft Windows. Figure B-2 shows the 
settings for the camera and for the frame grabber. 
 

  

 
Figure B-1: Software, Communication parameters 
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Figure B-2: Software, Camera Parameter 
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C. Cognex – necessary equipments 

 
Figure C-1 shows the necessary equipments and the connection between them to program 
the vision system – Cognex.  
 

 
Figure C-1: Cognex – necessary equipments 

 
*Equipments or cables which are not included in the Cognex package. 


